Death in the Afternoon

Served Sundays in The Ghostbar
11:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

"Decadence is a difficult word to use since it has become little more than a term of abuse applied by critics to anything they do not yet understand or which seems to differ from their moral concepts."
- Ernest Hemingway, Death In The Afternoon

Includes:
- Morning Music-
- Daybreak Omelet Bar-
- Complimentary Absinthe Cocktail “Death in the Afternoon”-
  ◆ Fresh fruit
  ◆ Scones and pastries
  ◆ Made to order omelets
  ◆ Breakfast potatoes

$17.00 Per Person

Add a Bloody Mary, Mimosa, or Additional Death in the Afternoon Cocktail for $6